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Focus more managing
on your crop

ridder.com

Ridder iManager

🔎🔎

Production and food safety
Up-to-date information on the amount of harvested product
that needs to be processed will not only help you plan logistical
processes, but also the required capacity in the central processing
area. Responding quickly to capacity issues is essential in order to
package and ship your product as quickly and as fresh as possible.
In addition, being able to track and trace the harvested product
is crucial to food safety. By locating exactly where a product was
harvested in real-time, you are able to swiftly address quality issues.

🔎🔎

�

Making quality measurable
Both your customers and consumers keep demanding better
quality. As a grower, you want to continue meeting those demands.
Productive allows you to quickly indicate to workers where quality
improvements need to be made. Managers can perform weekly or
on-the-spot quality evaluations of the work done by your employees.
These evaluations can affect the bonuses your workers earn. This
creates a balance between working fast and working to a high
standard. iManager is the ideal tool to make this happen.

Ridder iManager
Reducing administrative burdens, so more time can be spent on your product, workers and quality improvement – that, in

👀👀

a nutshell, is the power of our app. Ridder Productive was designed to save costs and make workers and managers more
efficient. With iManager, farm or nursery managers can complete their tasks even faster and easier, and do so while on the

Pests and diseases
Recording the occurrence of pests and diseases makes it easier to
combat them. Historical data of pests and diseases will help you

move. This allows them to spend more time in the greenhouse, focusing on what matters most - your crop. That’s why the

make informed decisions to increase the quality of your crop. By

app is the must-have management and operations tool for every manager in the horticulture sector.

displaying observations of pests and diseases on a floor plan of your
greenhouse, you can keep track of them at a glance. Productive

Recoup your investment within a year

Your results are what count

makes observations easy to record with fixed and mobile input

Using Productive, 95% of greenhouse operations have

With Productive, you can analyze working hours, production

terminals. iManager allows information to be captured at source.

achieved labor savings of more than 15%, while improving

and labor costs by activity, worker, crop and compartment.

quality and food safety and reducing the turnover of workers.

Productive also offers a unique way of creating reports, so you

As a result, Productive will in most cases pay for itself in less than

can analyze all collected information quickly and easily in a

a year! Productive provides you with a better understanding of

manner that best suits your needs.

👀👀

Are you able to accurately monitor your crop's performance during
the growth process? iManager offers extensive features for inputting
(or registering) crop data. You are able to create an unlimited number

the operational and strategic needs of your business and helps
you make the right decisions based on reliable data.

⌂

Digital crop data input

Added value

of characteristics for each crop, variety or location. All data relating

iManager complements our existing Productive solution and

to observations in the greenhouse can be registered and graded at

Retain productive workers

is mainly intended for supervisors and crop managers, as

the source. Each grade or 'score' can be provided with comments and

Recruiting new workers or retaining experienced ones is

well as maintenance engineers who use labor management,

photos. This crop data can be accessed quickly, so you can make the

becoming an increasingly difficult challenge. Training new

quality control or pest registration forms on a regular basis.

right decisions.

workers often results in additional costs and beginner errors.

With mobile devices becoming increasingly popular, the

Productive allows you to reward workers who deliver fast and

development of iManager was a logical step forward. The app

high-quality work. This will help keep them motivated and

can be used on iPad, iPhone and Android devices. Designed for

more likely to stay working for you. It will also result in fewer

ease of use, our mobile app lets you get started right away.

workers being needed for the same amount of work, reducing
costs and increasing quality. Depending on your operation,
Productive features various methods of performance-based
pay.
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On-the-spot
� evaluations

How are your workers evaluated at the moment? Does every

Do you sometimes come across rows or carts where a worker

evaluator have their own method? iManager introduces a

has done an unsatisfactory job? iManager can display the

single, uniform evaluation system. Productive also ensures

data registrations for each row or cart, allowing you to link

that each worker is evaluated at least once. Evaluations focus

an evaluation to a registration on the spot. If desired, an

mainly on work quality and indirectly on worker performance.

evaluation can affect the worker’s bonus.

iManager knows automatically which employee performed

freely conf

igurable

the work being evaluated.

🔎🔎

Signing
� for growth

Quickly correct
🔎🔎 input

The main objective of an evaluation system is to improve

If a worker has entered the wrong row or cart, you can

worker performance. That's why it is constructive to show

immediately correct the error in iManager. You can also

workers their evaluations. If a worker receives a less than

add a note to the input, so you won't forget to correct

satisfactory performance rating, you can capture the

the error later in Productive. The note can also be sent

information and require a signature from the worker. In that

to the employee on a terminal or to their manager as

case, the worker's bonus will not be calculated until he or she

a notification in Productive. This makes working with

has signed the evaluation.

Productive even more efficient.

Monitor activities
👀👀
⌂
at a glance

👀👀

Observations
at the source

When launched, iManager lets you see the progress of work

Integrated pest management makes it essential to register

activities at a glance. This is conveniently displayed using

observations and insect counts from sticky traps. iManager

customizable ‘information tiles’. These tiles instantly update

displays the current observations and sticky trap counts on

you on what is happening in your greenhouse, packing area

a floor plan of your greenhouse. Notes and a photo can be

or elsewhere. The most recent input is always shown first,

added to each registration for more detailed information.

allowing you to monitor your workers’ current performance
by activity and location.

⌂

Keep track of
👀👀
growth

100% digital and offline
With iManager, paper is a thing of the past: you’ll be 100% digital. No more copying data by hand, which is both time-consuming and
error-prone. But what if you move out of range of your WiFi network? No problem at all - iManager even works offline. The data entered
will be uploaded automatically once your WiFi connection is restored.

For each crop you can define what crop characteristics you
want to monitor and how the scores for these characteristics
are to be processed in iManager. Crop characteristics are
categorized for easy reference. Scores are entered by your
crop manager on a regular basis, creating a history of your

WiFi

crop. In Productive, crop data can be viewed at a glance in
tables and graphs, or exported to other programs such as

HortiMaX
Productive
server

Synchronize

Microsoft Excel™.

Keep track of
🔎🔎 what's happening

Employee

Manager
Network

Office

Greenhouse/Packing area

With iManager, all data is just a tap away. The dashboard
screen lets you call up registrations by worker, location (row)

Local data

or cart. This gives you instant access to pertinent information,

Manager

such as worker locations, work quality, observations and
productivity.

Get started right away
iManager lets you get started right away. What you need is
an Apple iPad, iPhone or Android phone or tablet device, and
your company must be using the corresponding version of
Productive. If you have any questions on iManager or how to
get started, please don't hesitate to contact us.

Ridder Productive
iManager is an extension of our Productive labor
management solution. Productive can increase your profits
by up to 15% by giving you a better understanding and
more control of your business. Productive offers you the
following benefits:
♦Productive
♦
is used successfully all over the world, in
both open field and protected horticulture, such as

Try before you buy?
Would you like to try out the latest version of iManager? Go the
Apple or Android store and download the trial version.

vegetable, fruit, ornamental or potted plant cultivation.
♦Productive
♦
provides the most complete range of labor
and production management, tracking & tracing,
quality control and food safety functionality available
today.
♦Productive
♦
provides ultimate flexibility and self-reliance
for workers. Productive is simple for beginners and
powerful for experts.
♦Productive
♦
is the result of decades of experience.
♦Working
♦
together with you, we will optimize your
business processes.

